Metal Tower
Stand Setup
Instructions

Safety
At no time shall 360 Hunting Blinds be liable for any accidents due to falls from the hunting blind. We recommend that you follow
standard safety procedures when entering and exiting the blind, such as the use of safety harnesses, climbing ropes, etc.
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Lay out your metal tower stand kit so you can see
all the individual pieces.

Attach the feet eto each of the four stand legs with
the included hardware.
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Tight the hardware on the feet so the lock nut is
snug, but doesn’t prevent movement as the legs
are leveled up.
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Find the two legs that are setup for the ladder
bracket and position them like this on each side of
the widest side of your 360 tower ﬂoor.
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This layout is incorrect.

Securely fasten the legs to the tower ﬂoor.

Use the included hardware to attach the braces
between each of the legs as shown.

Slide the ladder attachment pipe through the
ladder mounting brackets on the tower stand legs
as shown.
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use the included hardware to keep the ladder
attachment pipe from sliding out of the brackets.

Gently tip the assembled tower stand onto it’s side.

Flip the tower stand upright and adjust it on it’s
future site as needed.

Place a level on the braces between each of the
legs to determine if the stand needs to be leveled.
Wooden shims, or rocks can be used to build up
the low sides. Alternately you can use a shovel to
dig away soil under the stand foot that needs to be
lowered.
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Hook each included cable brace onto the tabs as
shown here.
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Grab the adjustable hook end of each cable brace
and hook it into the hole designed for it on the
oposite corner.
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Tighten each of the adjustable hooks on the cable
braces equally with a sturdy tool until cables are
snug. Be careful not to over-tighten.
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Use a heavy sledge hammer to secure the
tower stand in place with the included stakes which
should be driven through the holes provided in
each towner stand foot.

When ﬁnished the cable braces should create an X
on each side of the tower stand.
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Begin assembly of the ladder by aligning the holes
on the ladder to the holes on the face of the ladder
platform.

Use the included hardware to fasten the ladder to
the platform.

Fasten a foot to each leg of the ladder with the
included hardware.

Move the ladder into postion on the stand so it ﬁts
snugly into place against the ladder attachment
pipe. The included u-bolts should be used to fasten
the ladder platform to the ladder attachment pipe
on the tower stand.
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Refer to your 360 Hunting Blind Assembly manual
to setup your wall panels before proceeding to the
next step.

Attach the hand rails to the ladder platform.

Use the included hardware to securely fasten each
of the handrails to the ladder platform as shown.

Finished product.
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